
Priority access to a  
team of DBA’s on call 24x7

Daily monitoring of  
Critical Databases

Database Backup Management

Database Index Maintenance

Performance Monitoring

Monitoring of Database Errors

Periodic Reports on 
each Database

Capacity Planning

Security Administration

Like most organisations your databases are the centre of your information 

systems. But like most organisations you are faced with the following challenge:

How can we cost effectively monitor and ensure  
the availability of our databases?
Virtual DBA is a remote database administration service designed by WARDY IT 

Solutions to assist your organisation with the management of Microsoft SQL 

Server.

Our Virtual DBA service provides a cost effective solution to meet the day-to-day 

challenges of availability, performance and administration of your organisations 

critical Microsoft SQL Server databases.

A Virtual DBA remotely monitors your SQL Server databases on a daily basis and 

reports any issues along with the impact that these issues may have on your SQL 

Server databases and how these issues can be addressed.

The Virtual DBA service also provides your organisation with priority access to a 

team of Database Administrators on call 24x7. So, if your organisation requires 

incident support or just someone to provide you with advice, there is also a 

Database Administrator available that not only knows your systems but also 

understands your organisation.

Virtual DBA is a solution that can be tailored to the needs of your organisation 

whether it be to assist your existing staff or to outsource all of your Microsoft SQL 

Server database management. So why not find out more about the benefits of a 

Virtual DBA?

Looking for a better way to manage your  
Microsoft SQL Server Databases?  
Contact us today to find out how a Virtual DBA can assist your organisation.

www.wardyit.com
1300 WARDY IT (927 394)

Does your organisation 
need a Virtual DBA?

Business Intelligence
Partner of the Year

Data Platform
Partner of the Year


